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Embraced worldwide as key spiritual teachers of our times, the Pleiadians are back, with another bold and controversial look at our highest purpose on Earth. Earth: Pleiadian Keys to the Living Library is their handbook to inspired living, calling on us to restore and return value to the human being, and to recognize the Goddess energies and the power of blood as connections to our DNA and our heritage. Using wit, wisdom, and deep compassion, they entice us to explore the corridors of time through the concept of the Game Masters; to awaken the crucial codes for multidimensional perspective; and to redream the Living Library of Earth. Their teachings are significantly arranged in twelve chapters to trigger a deeper understanding of our ancestral lineage. Earth probes the memories hidden deep within us to reveal our crucial roles in the transformational process unfolding in our times.
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**Customer Reviews**

I almost threw this book out. Why? For one reason only --- I found the part about the uses and applications of women’s menstrual flow in Galvanization of the Goddess hard to relate with. BUT I KEPT THIS BOOK because the other parts about feminine power made sense to me. I also kept this book because it has the most wonderful, positive, constructive visualization meditations at the end of each chapter. The most important reason i kept it.: during meditation after one of the chapters, I experienced one of the most ecstatic states of awareness I have ever had. Then a few days later,(and this will sound weird to skeptics and to my own life-long friends) i experienced a
surprising personal revelation from my own Guides. although, I have been finding this hard to admit:
I kept this because it was Life transforming!

I have owned a copy of this book for 3 years and I still refer to it regularly. I consider the contents to be above value for maintaining an open mind and expanding the imagination. My sincerest thanks go to Barbara, and to those who assisted her in bringing this book into this world, giving others such as myself the opportunity to read it.

Truth be told, I would never have made it through this book if the Universe had not placed it before my path in perfect, divine synchronicity. And so I began to read and attempt to live the lessons within these pages. The lessons have taken me far, teaching me, through confoundment and humour, how to energize my dreams into 3D and to open myself to the returning feminine energy of our imbalanced times. "Earth" is a catalyst for change, and reawakens one from deep imprinting and rigid belief systems written and sold as reality in the airwaves surrounding our daily lives. Since consciously embarking upon a spiritual path I’ve seen deep truths and yet startling inconsistiences in the information given in Earth. Yet, the Pleiadians themselves mention, time and time again, that they are storytellers and that all they do is create imagery from which one can evolve. "Earth" accomplishes this movement towards evolution by existing as a paradox that stretches the imagination, sharing deep and forgotten secrets, and by tricking one into discovering the mystical teaching source of our own inner essence.

This book provides an entirely new prespective for our current day of living (and the point of it all). If you think you’re open minded, read this book and then re-evaluate yourself on this very point. There is a great deal of insight, some prognostication and ideals that will test your belief system. It’s worth reading and considering the contents.

I’m not one to leave many reviews, but when I stumbled across a few of the negative reviews for this book I had to speak up. This book has some fascinating ideas about our cosmic history and the purpose behind our DNA, brain functions, glands and emotional systems. I found it to be a highly enjoyable read that is easy to consume yet deep with meaning. It really makes you think while allowing you to come to many of your own conclusions. I still refer back to this book to expand my thoughts. It was one of the first books I read that took my focus from our time and our world into thoughts of all times, all worlds and other dimensions.
It's time for all of us to question what we believe, and how we've arrived there. "The times, they are a-changing"... and it is absolutely imperative that we recognize what really matters here. Try not to get too attached to your SUVs and cell phones. Replace fear with love and compassion. And smile! Life need not be like graduate school...kindergarten’s easier and more fun! Read the book! It's a God-send!

This is the second book in a series of 3 by the author. Excellent, but somewhat more difficult to understand than the first. Recommend reading her first book: Bringers of the Dawn. The Pleidians are several groups of "ET's" from the Pleiadian Star system, known by some as the 7 Sisters. Actually out sun is the 8th sister.

If you have often wondered as many of us do, What on "EARTH" am I doing here. I feel like I have a far greater purpose then just a 9:00 to 5:00 job. Or if you question EVERYTHING like I do. Then this book is for you. But be aware!!! It can be mind bending.....
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